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Abstract—Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), commercially
known as drones, have received great attention. This is due to
their versatility and applicability to a large number of domains
such as surveillance system, aerial photography, traffic control,
flyable base stations to provide a broadband coverage and
even for future urban transportation services. In this paper,
the optimal distance between multiple aerial base stations has
analytically been derived, based on an aerial coverage area
computation. This is a fundamental wireless metric that can
significantly minimise the intra-overlapped coverage and also can
enhance wireless coverage connectivity and performance of aerial
wireless networks. The novelty of our approach brings a better
aerial optimal design understanding for UAVs communications
performance without the need for establishing an aerial deployment setup.
Index Terms—Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), Wireless
Coverage, Optimal Distance, UAVs Communications.

I. I NTRODUCTION

U

nmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are considered as a
key enabling technology for 5G wireless systems. This
is due to their reliable and secure communications service
delivery to enhance the performance of wireless networks [1].
To allow unmanned or aerial operation, UAVs need to be
connected and operated simultaneously in order to exploit
the communication resources of an infrastructure based on a
robust, low latency and energy efficient transmission wireless
links [2]. Additionally, their use is particularly beneficial for
the provision of the remote connectivity or for offering an
emergent connectivity to hard-to-reach areas. Drones can also
be deployed to assist terrestrial communication networks,
acting as flying base stations or gateways to increase wireless
coverage or capacity [3]. To allow this, some aerial system
parameters have to be optimised such as the transmission
power, aerial altitude, separating distance, and so on in order
to achieve the required capacity and to fully use the aerial
network resources.
Optimisation is a fundamental technique that can
widely utilised in computational mathematics, wireless
communications, control systems, machine learning, artificial

intelligence, game theory, and many others [4]. Several
optimisation approaches have been studies and recently
devoted to performance optimization for aerial intelligent
wireless systems [7].
Inspired by the recent advances of artificial intelligence
(AI) [8], several research works attempted to utilize AI
algorithms to optimize key parameters in wireless intelligent
systems [9] [10] [11] [12] [13]. Deep learning (DL) was
exploited to search the optimal performance metrics that
maximise the achievable system rate in such a communication
system. Furthermore, the simulation demonstrated that DL
significantly outperforms conventional algorithms suhc as
alternative optimization (AO), semidefinite programs (SDPs)
relaxation and majorization-minimization (MM) [7] [8]. To
the best of our knowledge, deep reinforcement learning
(DRL) has not been explored yet in the aerial wireless
networks in prior works to analytically optimize some aerial
system parameters, most importantly the aerial distance, in
dynamic aerial wireless systems with multiple aerial base
stations. In this paper, we investigate the aerial coverage
area with the objective to maximize the system coverage of
mobile users in the presence of multiple aerial base stations,
while guaranteeing quality of service (QoS) requirements of
network users and optimising the aerial distance in order to
keep the interference to minimal. The optimization problem,
formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) based on
a DL approach, is firstly proposed to jointly optimize the
the aerial seperating distance between multiple UAVs in
a dynamic environments. Simulation results show that the
proposed analytical solution does match with results obtained
in simulation and also can effectively enhance the network
performance in terms of improving the aerial coverage and
the QoS satisfaction of mobile users on ground.
In this paper, a closed-form expression of the aerial optimal
distance, based on our published work of coverage area
analytical performance [3], has mathematically derived. This
mathematically-proven formula for optimal distance and aerial
coverage is also verified with the aid of MATLAB simulation.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper, for the first time in

literature, provides a tractable solution for optimal distance
based on an aerial coverage area computation as a guideline
for aerial coverage deployment design.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
II, the problem formulation is presented. In section III,
the aerial optimisation problem formulation is introduced
and its rationale novel approach is discussed. In section
IV, the framework of UAVs coverage area estimation is
reported, where the optimal distance analytical computations
is introduced. In section V, the numerical simulation results
are envisaged. And finally, section VI concludes this research
paper.

avoid-to-detect distance between any UAVs aerial individual”.
This can mathematically be interpreted as:
Acoverage ∝ (

1
)D
ρf

(1)

where, ρf is the shrinkage index rate that depends solely on
the distance between the deployed UAVs and also estimates
the amount of resultant deformation or shrinkage occurred to
the entire coverage area. Technically speaking, the coverage
shrinkage is due to the variation of signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR)
in very slow rates as the aerial distance starts to decrease due
to the closeness of aerial base stations from each other.
III. O PTIMIZATION P ROBLEM

II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
The aim, in this section, is to analytically derive a
closed-form formula for the overall aerial coverage area in
case of deploying multiple UAVs at a certain propagation
environment settings. The focus of this derived expression
is to optimise the aerial joint distance between the aerial
individuals, in order to avoid-and-detect the overlapping
occurred within the coverage beam spots. Optimising the
distance, in turn, is an important metric parameter that needs
to be well-engineered and calibrated for such many various
aerial use-cases applications.
UAVs aerial channels are adverse in the sense that if a
propagation link exists. In fact, the electromagnetic waves
(EMs) carry energy equally likely in either the uplink or
the downlink direction. However, the amount of scatters
or interfering objects surrounded with the aerial transmitter
and/or an on-ground receiver varies continuously, due to the
spatio-temporal behaviour of aerial channel paths. In the aerial
applications, for instance UAV small cells used as deployable
base stations, the aerial small cell is elevated freely at certain
altitude with fewer amounts of scatters, whereas the most
interferers can exist within the vicinity of on-ground network
transmitter users, particularly in such a downlink direction
applications. Subsequently, the transmitted energy carried by
the EMs will spread over with a large elevation angle at the
users terminal end, while a small angle at the UAV small
cell terminal. This trend will affect the spatio-temporal and
propagation state channel characteristics of the aerial links
in both directions, leading to the channel links overlapping
or interfering with each other. As a result of that, the EMs
transmitted energy will be distorted and dissipated resulting
in a significant shrinkage across over the overall coverage
area. The interference issue of such an aerial network is
identified as a shrinkage or distortion phenomenon [1]. In
[1], SHrinkage Area Deformation Index (SHADI) law states
that: “The amount of distortion or shrinkage occurred on the
overall sum of an aerial coverage area caused by nearby
transmission interference caused by multiple UAVs positioned
at a stationary altitude and operating at a fixed rate of
transmission power, is inversely proportional to the aerial

The main objective, thus, of this optimization framework
setup is to maximise the total optimal coverage area served by
two aerial base stations based in order to maintain an adequate
Quality of Service (QoS) or Quality of Coverage (QoC) to
mobile users on ground. On the other hand, the objective
then is to jointly optimise the aerial distance between those
transmitting aerial base stations in a downlink direction.
In this regard, both aerial base stations are positioned at a
certain fixed altitude and transmission power accordingly.
Based on the geometric model in Figure 1, the optimization
setup, as such, is formulated as follows:
J
X
1
( )Aj (D, ǫf )
ρ
f
j=1

argmax
D,ǫf ,ρf

(2)

subject to SN Rij (Ri , hi ) ≥ γ, (i, j) ∈ {1, 2}
where, ρf is the area distortion or shrinkage factor and ǫf is
a relaxation or tuning cost factor of the maximum coverage
radius that depends on the distance D between the UAVs
small cells.
Based on the adopted channel model, the average
signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) of the UAVto-Ground infrastructure link, e.g. the connection link
between the UAVj and Ui in the downlink direction, can
be introduced as Γj,i (Ri , hi ) =

T
Pt(j,i) gm(j,i)
(Ri ,hi )
Pj
,
I
+σ 2
q,i
q=1,q6=0

where

Pt(j,i) is the power of transmission towards the Ui in the DL
1
T
directions, gm(j,i)
(Ri , hi ) =
is the channel
lT
(R ,h )
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i

i

gain between
the UAVj and Ui , σ 2 is the Gaussian noise
P10
power and
q=1,q6=0 Iq,i is the total interference power at
a destination i from the neighboring UAVj node at which
the transmission power is occupied over the same channel,
P
where Iq,i = lT q,i(R ,h ) . For ease of simplifications, the
10
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i

i

orthogonal channel allocation scheme [5] is adopted in our
paper among all UAVs j and hence the average signal-tonoise-ratio (SNR) between the UAVj and Ui is given as:
Υ(j,i) (Ri , hi ) =

Pt(j,i) 10

gT
(Ri ,hi )
m(j,i)

σ2

=

Pt(j,i)
lT
(R ,h )
10 m(j,i) i i σ 2

.

The analytical computation followed in Lemma 1 is applied
accordingly.
IV. UAV S C OVERAGE A REA E STIMATION
In this section, the total aerial coverage area provided by
multiple UAVs transmission beam is derived.
Consider a pre-defined
rectangular area with
n geographical
o
geometric dimensions a × b ⊂ R, where a and b are the
dimensions length in meters respectively. The targeted area
is served by multiple UAVj where j ∈ {1, 2} that aimed to
cover uniformly distributed users Ui over the entire lattice
network area. Figure 1 shows a sketched scenario of the
aerials cellular system where every individual is positioned
at a certain altitude hi where i ∈ {1, 2} where an aerial
coverage can be served towards a 2D horizontal projection
(xj , yj ) on-ground. Moreover, the aerial altitude forms an
elevation angle Θc with respect to the horizontal coverage
radius along x-axis that determines the beam limit of covered
users Ui on-ground. The mathematical triplet coverage
geometrical representation
 be given
 of multiple UAVj can
hi
as UAVi (Oi , Ri , D) = Oi (xi , yi ), tan(Θc ) , Do ; where, Ri
is the allowable coverage radius, Oi (xi , yi ) is the projection
of aerial base station onto 2D horizontal coverage space on
ground, D = Do is the projection of UAVj onto ground
cellular network infrastructure, and D is the avoid-to-detect
distance that needs to be engineered so as to mitigate the
overlapping effect and also to increase coverage performance
demands of the infrastructure cellular network. Without
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these radii describe the characteristics of the coverage beam
that extends from the origin of projection to cell boundary
at scanning coverage angle ϕi . It is worth noting that the
aerial coverage of non-overlapping radii experiences morph
significant change by a factor of ǫf Ri due to the variation of
separation distance and spatio-temporal change of users Ui .
Hence, the overall coverage gets to expand to stack the edges
of the targeted area boundaries and gets to shrink by a factor
of ρf as the aerial base stations approach to interfere each
others or get far away from each others. The aerial distance
closeness or remoteness causes the beam spots of coverage
area to shrink meaning that the average rate of SNR becomes
weak and cannot fulfill the QoS/QoC demands of users.
The integral-framework for the overall UAVs coverage area
computation can be introduced as follows:
! Z
Rmax1 Z ϕmax1
1
\
Aj =
R
max1 dR1 dϕ1
ρf
Rmin1 =0 ϕmin1 =0
!
Z Rmax2 Z ϕmax2
\
(3)
Rmax2 dR2 dϕ2
+
ϕmax2 =0

Rmin2 =0

Based on the analytical definition in (3), the overall aerial
coverage area estimation proof can be proceeded as:
q
q
2
Rmax1 = Rc1 2 + ( 2b )2 = Rc1 2 + ( b4 )

Due to UAVj SNR spatio-temporal onto the Ui , the
maximum coverage radius of UAV1 can be expressed as:
q
2
\
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Fig. 1. Aerial coverage beam spots for multiple UAVs

the loss of generality, one of the UAVs is deployed at a
fixed projection, whilst the other is instantaneously deployed
afterwards in order to monitor and calibrate the aerial joint
\
distance accordingly. The former is positioned at ( a2 − R
max2 ,
a
\
0) and the latter at (− 2 + R
,
0).The
non-interfering
max1
maximal coverageɽ radii associated to both UAVj individually
੮
\
\
radii are denoted as R
max1 and Rmax2 respectively. Also,
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It is worth noting that Rc1 defines the radius of a single UAV
coverage radius that derived by Theorem 1. To generalize it,
Rc1 can be noted as Rcs and by substituting it into Aj , then

the overall UAVs coverage area can be introduced as follows:
)
!(
2
2
\
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Theorem 2: Suppose that ∂Dj = 0, then the following
∂2A
twice-differentiable fact, e.g. ∂D2j < 0 holds and then ((Dopt ,
Aj (Dopt ))) is a local maximum,, meaning that it follows a
concave-down curvature.

.

This concludes the proof.

Proof:
Theorem 1: Given the overall UAVs coverage area
expressed in (5), the Aj (D) is said to be a continuous
function on (Dmin , Dmax ), and Dopt ∈ (Dmin , Dmax ) such
∂A
∂A
that the ∂Dj < 0 on (Dmin , Dopt ) and ∂Dj > 0 on (Dopt ,
Dmax ), then ((Dopt , Aj (Dopt ))) is a local minimum.
Proof:
By re-calling the derived expression
of (5)
h
i and assuming
2
the following, g0 = ǫf 2 Rcs 2 + ( b4 ) ] arctan( 2Rbcs ),

 q
2
2
g1 = ǫf Rcs 2 + ( b4 ) − a, g2 = g1 2 + b4 , and g3 = 2b .
Then, the overall (5) expression can be shortened to:

Aj =

1
ρf
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g0 + (D2 + 2Dg1 + g2 )Ωo

)

(6)

g3
where, Ωo = arctan( D+g
).
1

By establishing the first-derivative test on (5), then:
 
∂Aj ∼
1
s9 D 9 + s8 D 8 + s7 D 7 + s6 D 6 + s5 D 5 +
=
∂D
ρf

s4 D4 + s3 D3 + s2 D2 + s1 D + s0 . Where,

By applying the twice-differentiable (second-derivative)
test, then:
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∂ 2 Aj
∂D 2

<0=−

κ1
κ2

< 0; where,

κ1 = (g1 + D)6 (2g1 2 + 18g1 D + 9D2 + 7g2 ) + g3 2 (g1 +
D)4 (2g1 2 +14g1 D2 +5g2 )−g3 4 (g1 +D)2 (2g1 2 +10g1 D +
5D2 + 3g2 ) + g3 6 (2g1 2 + 6g1 D + 3D2 + g2 ) and κ2 = g3 8
Therefore, the Aj (D) has only a local maximum point at
D = Dopt .
∂A

∂A

∂A

By setting ∂Dj to zero, e.g. ∂Dj = ∂Djo = 0 then
the stationary point of D can be estimated using Cauchytheorem applied in Theorem 1 above. Thus, the roots of
the approximated optimal distance of preposition 4 can be
presented as:
)
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This concludes the proof.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this section, numerical results are illustrated and commented with the aim of validating the accuracy of the provenand-derived UAVs coverage area and of substantiating the
findings and performance trends identified in section IV. The
novelty contributed towards the closed-form analytical coverage area expression is further compared with its counterpart
of the original simulated coverage area regime. The details of
the simulation setup are provided in Table 1 shown below.
TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Simulation Parameters
Propagation Environment
Carrier Frequency (fc )
Transmission Power (Pt )
χLoS
χN LoS
Noise Power (σ 2 )
α [6]
β [6]
Targeted Area Dimensions (a × b)
SNR threshold (γ)

Values
Urban
2 GHz
-47 dBm
1 dB
20 dB
-150 dBm
9.61
0.16
(2000 × 700) m2
10 dB

In Figures 2, 3 and 4, the UAVs wireless optimum coverage
is shown at various aerial altitudes of 100m, 200m and 300m
in a sequence order where their optimal distances are observed
at 1065m, 930m and 1080m respectively. The enhanced-aerial
coverage has been validated within a pre-defined targeted
area of 2000 × 700 dimensions. It is investigated that, as
the distance increases or decreases beyond its optimal values,
then there is a shrinkage or distortion rate that occurred to the
overall coverage area. This, obvious, is due to interference
effect highlighted in SHADI law for aerial coverage. It
is worth noting that the distance, in general, is dependent
on the aerial altitude, as increasing the distance will result
in decreasing the coverage radius. Furthermore, it is also
worth observable that at low altitude levels the coverage
shrinkage becomes higher than that at high altitude level, e.g.
ρf (h = 300m) < ρf (h = 200m) < ρf (h = 100m).

Fig. 2. UAVs optimal coverage at h= 100m

Fig. 3. UAVs optimal coverage at h= 200m

Moreover, the true and the derived UAVs coverage area,
based on the main findings of Figures 2, 3 and 4, has
been compared with respect to each other, with a focus on
monitoring the aerial distance as illustrated in Figures 5, 6 and
7. Both of trends show that there are a sound-matching and
agreement between the true and approximated closed-form
coverage formula. Therefore, the approximated coverage
expression proved its validity in terms of offering an exact
accurate performance as it does provide its counterpart of
that simulated-true coverage.
To fully understand Figures 5, 6 and 7, Figures 8, 9 and
10 are introduced as to importantly interpret this coverage
percentile metric and to better quantify the overall aerial

Fig. 4. UAVs optimal coverage at h= 300m
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Both Figures 2, 3 and 4, as well as Figures 8, 9 and
10 provide significant trends on UAVs system level design
for such use-cases applications, where the need for such
tuning the aerial parameters becomes predestined. Thanks to
SHADI law for magnifying the shrinkage coverage index rate.

0.7
Optimal Distance

Total Coverage Area Ratio

coverage. Fundamentally, to maintain or provide aerial
coverage, the UAVs need to apply a transmission power in a
downlink direction to the on-ground users at which the aerial
coverage is claimed to be fulfilled and maintained; at which
the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) becomes above a certain
minimum level. And in order to avoid the overlapping in the
nearby aerial coverage’s and at the same time to maximize
the total number of covered points or users, the UAVs try
to adapt and to detect this through scaling the joint distance
among them. This is known as coverage intensity for better
an avoid-and-detect overlapping within a pre-defined targeted
area. In other words, it gives a performance metric measure
on how to quantify an aerial coverage over a particular
geographic area in order to balance the aerial joint distance
for maximal and enabling coverage challenge demands as
well. This, in turn, maintains the coverage shrinkage to
minimal levels. In addition, Increasing or decreasing the joint
distance beyond the optimal point influences the coverage
radius at a tuning rate (ǫf ), and hence the aerial coverage
experiences significant shrinkage rates as expressed by (ρf ).
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Fig. 8. The correspondent ǫf /ρf ratio versus the aerial distance at h= 100m
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Within the context, a 3D visualization of the overall
aerial coverage area is illustrated in Figure 11 to show how
much the targeted area is covered with respect to the overall
coverage area.
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Fig. 7. UAVs distance versus overall shrinkage coverage rate at h= 300m

In Figure 12, a contour or coverage terrain map for
the UAVs aerial coverage is visualized as another way to
show the coverage level curvature in a scalar field in which
the threshold level γ of SNRij (hi , Ri ) is assigned to the
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Fig. 11. A 3D-visualisation of UAVs coverage area
Fig. 9. The correspondent ǫf /ρf ratio versus the aerial distance at h= 200m
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Fig. 12. A Contour map of UAVs coverage area

point (hi ,Ri ). This scalar threshold can be characterized
by level or contour connected lines along which the value
of SNRij (hi , Ri ) is constant. The contour coverage map
also depicts the variation of SNR with respect to the UAVs
height hi and coverage radius Ri respectively by the spacing
between level curves. Much spacing between level curves
indicates that γ is changing slowly, whereas little spacing
indicates a rapid change in γ. In other words, the closeness or
further-apart between the contour lines on the terrain coverage
map means that there are different or relative changes in the
elevation slope of UAVs of a fixed altitude and of spatial
coverage radius on-ground coverage terrain.The former refers
to steep variations in the aerial elevation coverage, whereas
the latter interprets the fact of slow changes in coverage
elevation. This, in turn, proves the coverage shrinkage fact
highlighted by SHADI law and also as illustrated in Figures

Nevertheless, the trend depicted in Figure 13 shows that
the adaptation of the optimal distance associated to various
aerial altitudes, with respect to varying the targeted area
longitude. It is anticipated that as the relaxation coverage
radius factor ǫf increases by a rate of ∆ǫf , then the aerial
distance will significantly record a magnificent increase as
well. Furthermore, in case of increasing the pre-defined area
longitude, then the aerial distance will morph an increase
by a rate equatorial to the amount of increase in targeted
area longitude a, e.g. D = Do + ∆a where Do is the initial
joint distance before increasing the area’s longitude. It is also
worth noting that the optimal distance as a result of area
longitude variation changes, due to the dependency of the
distance on aerial altitude.
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Fig. 13. UAVs optimal distances at various altitudes versus the longitude of
area of interest
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VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, the optimal distance between multiple
aerial base stations has analytically been derived, based
on an aerial coverage area computation. Simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed approach improves both the
network capacity compared to other existing approaches.
This fundamental wireless closed-form expression has a
tremendous insight for UAV coverage optimisation in various
propagation environments. It can help in a better optimal
design understanding of UAVs communications performance
and enhance their accuracy without the need for establishing
an aerial deployment setup.
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